1995 honda foreman 400

Also known as the FourTrax, the Honda Foreman impressed the market with its release in With
its single-cylinder, four-stroke engine, all-terrain tires, and built-in steel racks, it was the quad of
choice for ranchers, industry workers, hunters, and off-road enthusiasts. The was an
improvement from the TRX and a preview of what was yet to come from Honda. It was also the
first Honda ATV to have a longitudinally mounted engine. The transversely mounted engine was
revolutionary and replicated in other models like the Honda Recon. The Japanese manufacturer
designed the Foreman as a heavy-duty utilitarian vehicle for hunting, light towing and plowing,
camping, and hauling equipment. Aftermarket attachments and exterior updates were made
available for to models. Although it was 50 lbs lighter than its counterparts due to its
longitudinally mounted engine, it was not a light four-wheeler. Still, its ingenious driveline
layout and all-wheel-drive more than compensated for its weight, making it very capable
off-road. The Honda Foreman also featured a new overhead-valve design that shortened its
height and allowed more ground clearance. Its ample ground clearance, paired with rugged
suspension, permitted the quad to traverse smoothly over mid-sized rocks and gullies. Front
and rear racks provided plenty of room for carrying assorted camping equipment or logs from
the forest. And its torquey, low-end grunt and easy-to-use reverse gear made towing and going
over slow-crawling sections effortless. Almost instantly, the Foreman became a preference for
recreational riders, hunters, and farmers. Exterior embellishments were only made available for
the year model after the Honda Foreman TRXFW reached the end of the line in Both the Honda
Foreman and the EX became incredibly in demand and visible in every ride area and race track
in the U. The Honda Foreman was a welcome ride in households and for people in the
agriculture sector, while the Honda FourTrax EX excited the slumbering ATV sport industry
during the decade. The Honda Foreman kept its configuration unchanged through its
production run, but it did go through several enhancements, as follows:. Having this problem
can be quite troublesome as the wiring diagrams in the Honda Foreman service manual do not
deal directly with this issue. So in case you encounter this, the first two things you will need to
rule out are your battery and amp circuit breaker. If both of these check out, inspect your 5-pin
connectors. One is located under the seat cover and the other below the handlebar location. To
test, either use a jumper cable or do a ground test on the hotwires connected to each to see
where the power is not flowing. If all else fails, seek professional assistance from your local
mechanic. In this video, Tom Sharpe goes though the steps to take in inspecting and fixing this
ignition problem of a Honda Foreman Leaking Carb. If you think that the cause is the from the
shut off gas, ensure that the valve is off and not on reserve. You may also want to take your
carb apart and check the float. The seat should be clean with no corrosion, and the needle if
metal should be smooth on the tapered pointy end with no ridge worn into it by the seat.
Otherwise, you will need a new needle, seat, and rubber tip too. This idling problem usually
happens after a carb replacement and could be distinguished by glowing exhaust from the
motor. Make sure the throttle screw is backed out, the butterfly valve is fully closed, and that the
boot between the motor and carb is fine. For carb replacement, compare the new jets to the old
ones for a size match. When your quad stumbles to take fuel thru midrange but runs decently
on higher RPM, check that your regulator and rectifier are not toasted. Otherwise, other Honda
Foreman parts like headlights, taillights, and engine control units may eventually be affected.
Tanks, fuel line, inline fuel filter, air filter, and carb should all be thoroughly cleaned with no
foreign material. A new petcock and spark plug would also help. Check for vacuum leaks too. A
sonic cleaner would help with thorough carb cleaning, but cleaning the pathway from pilot jet to
pilot screw can sometimes be partially blocked. Soaking the carb in hot water with soap for
about two hours will fully soften the build-up. Then with both pilot and pilot screw out, hold
your finger over the small pilot screw hole inside the carb bore and use a compressor to blow
into the hole to clean out any blockage. Other things to verify are the float level being too high,
a vapor lock, or a leaking primer pump. Your four-wheeler will usually show signs past half
throttle if the voltage is too high at idle. Symptoms include engine starving for air after a smooth
start-up or the idle stuck on high after hitting the throttle. Examine the boot between the carb
and engine for any tears or holes. You can spritz a bit of carb cleaner on the boot between the
carb and cylinder head â€” if the idle changes, then you have an air leak confirmed. When
cleaning the carb, check for debris in the petcock and fuel lines, as alcohol in winter blends can
cause residue. Use a fuel filter too. Additionally, there are very tiny orifice tubes in motorcycle
carbs that can usually be removed. Use a brake cleaner and spray through the tiny tube the can
comes with and high-pressure air. Dipping and spraying without removal will not work. Honda
Motor Company Ltd. The Japanese manufacturer had come a long way since its founding in
While the company continues to produce top-of-the-line automobiles, power equipment, and
commuter motorcycle models, it has yet to make a comeback with an industry-leading and
revolutionary sport vehicle. Today, Honda has secured its place as a world leader in robotics,

AI, mobility, and energy solutions. It can carry you through a busy six-day work week and then
become your weekend warrior. Its plush suspension enables you to traverse on rutted creek
beds, steep inclines, and massive boulders. It has some flaws, but none that cannot be resolved
through minor upgrades. Its simple yet innovative design provides you an enjoyable ride and
smart solutions. Honda never ceases to amaze the anticipating market, and it successfully did
once again with the Honda Foreman Synonymous with hard work, the Kawasaki Mule has come
a long way from its 1,class predecessor. This multi-functional quad is no longer just for
agricultural applications. Through the years, This wheeler was Polaris' Skip to content.
Improvements Post The Honda Foreman kept its configuration unchanged through its
production run, but it did go through several enhancements, as follows: Engine displacement
slightly increased for the Honda Foreman â€” from to Front and rear suspension travel
increased from 4. Overall length increased from Seat height also increased by 3 inches â€” from
Due to slight dimensional changes, the Foreman became heavier with a new dry weight of The
dashboard went from a speedometer to a full LCD showing a speedometer, an odometer, and a
trip meter. It has a bore-stroke ratio of 86 mm x 68 mm. The engine displacement is cubic
centimeters It has a forced pressure and wet sump type lubrication system with an oiled double
Urethane air filtration. It has an automatic centrifugal and multi-plate wet clutch system. Primary
reduction is 2. Its gearshift is left-foot-operated. The air-intake hooks up to a plastic water
snorkel â€” this prevents water ingestion for the Honda ATV during shallow water crossings.
Plus, its all-wheel-drive provides excellent traction. Its charging system is a triple-phase output
alternator. At draining, it is 2. At disassembly, it is 2. Use Honda GN4 4-stroke oil or equivalent
motor oil for top performance. The wheelbase is The rear suspension utilizes a swingarm with a
double-tube damper to mount dual rear shocks allowing 4. This suspension design lends to the
overall turning radius of Its height from the ground is The seat height is Front and rear treads
are Dry weight is lbs It comes with foot pegs that allow for a more aggressive riding position. Its
dashboard has a multi-function speedometer that also provides mileage information and is very
useful for farm work. Front and rear cargo racks handle respective payloads of 66 and lbs. The
four-wheeler also has a total towing capacity of lbs and features a tow hitch as standard
equipment, and full fenders that provide water protection. It also has a 5-watt taillight and a 1.
This set comes with matching fog lights too. It enabled upshifting and downshifting with
push-button ease and catered to riders who were daunted by operating a conventional manual
gearbox. The transmission-shifting speed also varies according to rider style. Best of all, it is
not battery-dependent and equips an auxiliary shift lever should the rider need to shift
manually. It was made available in TraxLok was an intuitive wheel-drive-changing system, as it
only engaged when the speed difference between the front and rear wheels was lower than 6
mph. Continue Reading. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This
part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. This
listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. Part is from a used vehicle; some
parts may have been previously replaced without our knowledge. Part subject to normal wear
and tear, sold in "as in" condition. We guarantee named part; wear items such as bushing,
bearings, etc Bolts or hardware not shown in pictures aren't included. We ship within 1
business day of receiving payment, Monday-Friday excluding Holidays. Shipping method is at
our discretion. Shipping process is automated, we can't change address or cancel order once
payment is complete. Free shipping limited to lower 48 States. Buyer responsible for any taxes
and duties due on your shipment. Buyer assumes responsibility for buying an incorrect part. By
buying you agree and acknowledges parts' condition hereby releasing from liability, harm or
loss Capital Rec LLC, and any of its employees or agents. If you're unhappy for any reason,
please contact us to resolve the issue before leaving negative feedback or opening an eBay
Case. We strive for perfection; in the event we make a mistake we take care of our customers.
Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share
on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab.
Add to Watchlist. This listing was ended by the seller because the item is no longer available.
Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details. This amount is subject to change
until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially
during peak periods. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more
lists. Read more. Feb 23, PST. Seller's other items. Similar sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of
2 - Carousel. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage.
Please wait. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained

in this table have been provided by capitalrecllc. Please look at pictures closely for wear,
defects, condition, and item s needed are included. Back to home page Return to top. Back to
home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window
or tab Add to Watchlist. Compatibility: See compatible vehicles. Ended: Feb 23, PST. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab See details. Seller: capitalrecllc Seller's other items. This listing is for part or
sub-assembly number given below only. Vehicle Applications:. Please do not use the PayPal
note field to indicate us to ship to other address. The note there will NOT be read. If you want to
change the shipping address, please contact us by eBay messages. You have 7 days to contact
us and 10 days to return it from the date it was received. If this item is in your possession more
than 7 days, it is considered used and we will not issue you a refund or replacement. All
returned items must be in the original packaging and you must provide us with the shipping
tracking number, specific reason for the return, and item custom lable. We will refund your full
winning bid amount, upon receipt of the item in its original condition and packaging with all
components and accessories included, AFTER both Buyer and Seller cancel the transaction
from eBay. OR, you may choose to have a replacement. Skip to main content. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed
this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle.
Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and
easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you
ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new
window or tab. Seller information zegale Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all.
Item Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full.
Longtime Member. Does not ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Ontario, California,
United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import
charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in
a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try
again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for
this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of
the information contained in this table have been provided by zegale. We only accept PayPal.
Payment must be received within 10 days as auction ended or order might be delayed. Orders
processed within 24 hours of payment verification. The images shown are not the actual item
and are for your reference only. If you have not received your shipment within 15 days from
payment , please contact us. We will track the shipment and get back to you as soon as
possible with a reply. Our goal is customer satisfaction! Return shipping is to be paid by the
Buyer. We request that you contact us immediately BEFORE you give us neutral or negative
feedback, so that we can satisfactorily address your concerns. It is impossible to address
issues if we do not know about them! Accessories come with a 3-month warranty. Defective
items must be reported and returned to us within the warranty period and in the original
packaging, if possible. You must tell us what the defect is and give us your eBay ID. You agree
to all of the above-listed policies upon bidding on and winning this auction! USD Store Home.
LED Package Kits. Exterior Light. Interior Light. License Plate Light. Cab marker Roof light. Side
Fender Marker Light. Instrument Panel Lights. Ignition Coil. Exterior Light Bulbs. Door Handle.
Blower Motor Resistor. Cylinder Head Gasket Sets. Cylinder Piston Gasket Sets. Towing
Mirrors. Exhaust System Parts. Leveling Lift Kit. Fuel Pumps. AC Compressor. Oxygen Sensor.
Complete Struts. Window Switch. Mass Air Flow Sensor. Window Regulator. Headlight
Assenbly. Fuel Injectors. CV axle. Lift Support. License Plate Frames. Automotive Tools. Car
floor mat. Car seat cover. Car cover. Windshield Wiper Motor. Thermostat Housing. Radiator

Coolant Tank. Timing Chain Kits. Timing Belt Kits. Water Pumps. Door Lock Actuator. Power
Steering Pump. Timing Solenoid Valve. Valve Cover. Fuel Tank Pipe. Oil Pump. Tire pressure
sensor. Strut Tie Bar. Throttle Body. Harmonic Balancer. Oil Pan. Intake Manifold. Motorcycle
Carburetor. Car Antenna. Regulator Rectifier. Oil Cooler. Starter Relay. Purge Valve. Knock
Sensor. Vacuum Pump. Parking sensor. Detection tools. Crankshaft Position Sensor. Camshaft
Position Sensor. MAP Sensor. Oil Pressure Sensor. Throttle Position Sensor. Running Board
Motor. Transfer Case Shift Motor. Secondary Air Injection Pump. Clutch Slave Cylinder. Roof
Rack. Tire Pressure Gauge. Steering Rack. Air Diesel Heater. Engine Mount. Glow Plug. Air
Cleaner Filter Box. Pressure Tester Gauge. Jack Stands. Tire Changers. Wheel Lug. Sun Visor.
Wiring harness. Trim tilt motor. ATV Brake Caliper. Car Carburetor. Air Intake Hose. Cold Air
Intake Kit. Heater Control Valve. Crankcase Vent Valve. Steering U-Joint. Brake Pad Sensor.
Fuel Shut Off Solenoid. Height Level Sensor. Temperature Sensor. Vacuum Actuator. Cylinder
Piston Kit. Ballast module. Rubber Seal Strip. Trailer Adapter. Rotary Vane Vacuum Pump. Oil
Filter Wrench. Oil Fuel Hose Line. Air horn. LED headlight Assembly. Foot Rest Pedals. O Rings.
Fuel Injector Wiring Harness. Oil Transter Pump. Wheel Stem Air Valve Cap. Rocker Arm. Heater
Cores. Crankcase Breather Filter. Steering Shaft. Hydraulic Hand Brake. Proportioning Valve.
Alternator Bracket Kit. Strut Mount. Air Ride Suspension Valve. Window Glass Hinge. Other Golf
Cart Parts. Crankshaft Pulley. Tire Inflator Air Pump. Brake Drum And Brake Shoes. Brake Line
Lock Kit. Fender Flares. Hood Latch Lock. Tonneau Cover. Bug Shield. ATV Tires. Brake Line
Tubing. Front Bumper Lip. Cargo Cover. Leaf Springs. Brake Shoes. Other Motorcycle Parts.
Hub Caps. ATV Ignition Switch. Rear View Camera. Motorcycle Brake Clutch Lever. Door Hinge
Conversion Kits. Pillar Posts. Windshield Outer Trim. Ballast Module. Jack Plate. Motorcycle
Exhaust Manifold. Power Brake Booster. USD 9. USD 8. Payment Shipping Returns Feedback
Warranty 1. Business seller information. Contact details. Return policy. Shipping and handling.
The seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new
window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated.
Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at
delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 2 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 2. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home
page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on
Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not
available for this variation. Picture New List Item. Make Honda. Model Fourtrax Foreman. Make
Can Am. Features Rotax power and reliability, handling and comfort like no other ATV, and
extras like large storage, the D. This was a trade in, does run very good, rides out great But, has
quite bit of engine noise when reved up, we assume and believe it to be the timing chain
tensioner.. The Pioneer is a brilliant concept: Like a full-sized side-by-side, it lets you take a
passenger along and has the off-road capability to get you where you need to go. But the
Pioneer is a new take on the SxS formula: it? But you still get a full-sized list of features, like
Independent Rear Suspension, four-wheel drive, and paddle shifting. And that? Want to go
where other side-by-side's can't? The Pioneer can get you there and back again, and you?
Recommended for drivers 16 years of age and older. Model Fourtrax Foreman There will be
more pictures available upon request. We also offer great financing terms for qualifying credit.
Call us for buying or trading your motorcycle, atv, or snowmobile. Model Fourtrax Foreman 4X4.
This ATV has been garage kept. Bought new in Automatic with electric shift option. Newly
installed lb Cycle Country winch with handlebar thumb switch. Just had first oil change. Only 14
miles and Avoid title and doc fees at a dealership. Selling a Used Foreman It runs great has
hours and miles. Payson, AZ. Huntington Beach, CA. Winter Springs, FL. Olmos Park, TX. Dix
Hills, NY. Alamo, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Honda
Fourtrax Foreman Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code.
Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Skip to main
content. Include description. All Balls 72 Items Caltri
audi tt mk1 wide body kit
crankshaft parts diagram
1999 dodge ram wiring diagram
c 54 Items Honda Items Namura Technologies Items Unbranded Items No Warranty Items
Unspecified Length Items Machine Type. ATV 1, Items 1, Not Specified Items New 2, Items 2,
Used Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item

Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Free
In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted. Authorized
Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Any Condition New Used. Gallery View
Customize. Last one. Free returns. Almost gone. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items
listed in currency other than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian
dollars based upon Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use
the Universal Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid
amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and
costs.

